Abstract-In general, software reliability test is an important task in software developing process. Meanwhile, it called perfect debugging which assumed that detecting a fault and fixing it, no introducing new faults, in turn, introducing new faults, called imperfect debugging. We all hope the testing process is perfect debugging and no new faults will be introduced. Therefore, it can shorten the testing time and decrease the testing costs. However, in practice, the software test is a complex, intractable process and can be divided into two categories, which are perfect debugging and imperfect debugging. Furthermore, most of testing processes are imperfect debugging. Then, what is relation between perfect debugging and imperfect debugging and what is impact to imperfect debugging transiting to perfect debugging? In this paper, we propose two state models based on probabilistic state transition to analyze the relation between perfect debugging and imperfect debugging and express debugging time and costs during imperfect debugging transiting to perfect debugging process in terms of the parameters in that model. Threshold conditions for perfect debugging process to be beneficial are also derived. Finally, using the numerical examples prove our assumptions and inference.
INTRODUCTION
Software test is a key part in software developing process. It is not only detecting the fault existed in software, but also improving the quality of software including availability and reliability. However, in reality, following the software increasing functions and size, code being more and more significantly and larger, software test becomes more and more difficult. In practical test, project managers always want an assessment of software developing expenditure regarding debugging time and testing costs. Thus, completely understanding the debugging process in software test becomes especially important.
In general, debugging in the test can be divided into two categories, one is perfect debugging which assumes that faults detected in the testing phase are removed immediately with no new faults introduction, the other is imperfect debugging which assumes that faults are removed with debugging time delay and introducing new faults. Gray [1] calls former bugs in the software test Bohr bugs, that is deterministic character, and later bugs Heisen bugs for faults that unpredictably lead to failure.
Considering debugging types discussed above, researcher proposed many related Software Reliability Growth Models (SRGMs), such as perfect debugging SRGM [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] and imperfect debugging SRGM [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] as well as the unified theory on imperfect or perfect debugging SRGMs [20] , [21] . The traditional perfect SRGM [2] , [3] does not consider the time to remove a fault and assumes that the faults are removed immediately after detecting a software fault in software testing process. However, in practice, software test is complex process including reporting, diagnosing, correcting, and verifying each fault observed. The time from detected fault to removal is a important parameter variable should not be neglected in a software testing process. Yamada et al. [11] and Schniedewind [7] considered the factor of removal fault time and proposed a two-stage process in which all observed faults were removed after a constant delay of time. Schneidewind [8] assumed that the time delay was a random variable with an exponential distribution. Following a similar idea, people made some attempts to model these two processes, the Schneidewind [7] model was extended by Xie and Zhao [10] . They used a time dependent delay function to substitute the constant delay. Gokhale et al. [4] modeled the two phases with a non-homogeneous Markov chain. Later, Stutzke and Smidts [12] combined fault-detection and fault-correction model to produce more practical models for the software testing process. Similarly, a general framework was proposed by Lo and Huang [6] for modeling failure observation and fault removal processes in software test, and Xie et al. [9] described a delayed detection process with a random or deterministic delay, and emphasized the fault correction process where some existing NHPP models were re-evaluated from the viewpoint of a correction process.
On the other hand, the debugging activity is not always perfect because of a number of factors like the tester's skill, expertise and environment. When observating a fault, the testing team may not be able to remove a fault perfectly, and the original fault may remain, leading to a phenomenon known as imperfect debugging, or replaced by another fault resulting in error generation. It was Goel [13] who first introduced the concept of imperfect debugging. Later, Kapur et al. [15] and Obha et al. [16] proposed imperfect model applied on the G-O model [2] . Although these two models described the imperfect debugging phenomenon, the software reliability growth curve of these models was still always exponential. Furthermore, they assumed that the probability of imperfect debugging was s-independent of testing time. Kapur et al. [14] , Zhang et al. [17] and Pham et al. [18] , [19] proposed a relative imperfect software debugging model using an S-shaped fault detection rate, error generation and a logistic function for the fault detection rate, respectively. To conveniently research, two unified theories on perfect debugging or imperfect debugging was proposed by Kapur et al. [20] and Huang et al. [21] , respectively.
Although a lot of perfect and imperfect debugging models were proposed above have improved the software reliability assessment quality, the relation between them is not fully studied. In this paper, we simplify the software test environment, and assume that is perfect debugging or imperfect debugging. In fact, testing process is a complex process, either including perfect debugging or imperfect debugging. In other words, when we find a fault, fault may be removed immediately with no introducing new fault or be removed with introducing new faults. What is impact for the imperfect debugging transiting to perfect debugging? How much time and costs are increased when introducing new faults in the practice software testing process? What is relation between perfect and imperfect debugging? How to balance them? In this paper, we will solve these problems.
The purposes of this paper are:
To analyze the relation between perfect debugging and imperfect debugging in practice software testing process. How to estimate the times and costs of introducing new faults versus no introducing new faults.
The main contributions of this paper are:
Relation: Through analyzing the relation between perfect debugging and imperfect debugging, it illustrates perfect debugging is an important influence on imperfect debugging in software testing process.
Threshold: It indicates it is important for the effective software test by determining the threshold including debugging time and cost due to perfect debugging. Benefit: They can effectively decrease time and cost in the practice software test through preventing the imperfect debugging from the key component or module in software.
Considering the complexity of the fault debugging process, we model the fault test with probabilistic state transition [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] in this paper. In practice, fault test is subjected to many fields, such as test skill, test tool and test environment et, al.. We simplify the fault testing process and mainly consider two factors, one is the perfect debugging with no introducing new faults, and the other is the imperfect debugging with introducing new faults. In fact, the interaction between perfect debugging and imperfect debugging exists in practical software reliability testing process. Thus, the models based on probabilistic state transition proposed in this paper have some practical significance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the detailed analysis of testing model based on the probabilistic state transition in terms of time and cost. Section III shows numerical examples for proving the proposed assumption and inference. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. MODEL AND ANALYSIS
In the section, we are interested in determining how perfect debugging can decrease a testing time and the cost due to no introducing new faults. Intuitively, testing process which never introduces new faults should not be non-deterministic event. On the other hand, if testing process always introduces new faults on third day after it starts and imperfect debugging cost is very high, we should pay attention to the key component or module in code every two days so that no introducing new faults will occur. In general, the decision about imperfect and perfect debugging depends on the debugging cost, the delay time cost and whether introducing new faults or not. We propose a model based on probabilistic state transition and analyze it for imperfect and perfect debugging in terms of those parameters and derive the threshold conditions. In the following, we use A to denote a testing process with imperfect debugging, that is only imperfect debugging, and B to denote a testing process with imperfect and perfect debugging. We also use Debugtime denotes delay time in perfect and imperfect debugging, and use Cost denotes cost due to debugging process. The less Debugtime is, the better efficiency is. Certainly the less Cost is, the better benefit is.
A. Debugtime and Cost due to Test
The efficiency of software test is of course increased due to imperfect debugging. Thus, the cost of debugging time delay due to introducing new faults must be taken into account to make a decision on imperfect debugging, since imperfect debugging involves non-determination to deal with faults. The cost of the imperfect debugging is expected to be much higher than that of a determination dealing with faults in software test process. To compute removing fault costs, we first look at the probabilistic state transition diagram of an application with imperfect debugging as shown in Figure 1 . Notation in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . refers to Table I . When it starts, the starting software test stays in a highly robust state S 0 , then it goes into failure probable state S F , and then to state S I . Thus, fault debugging is a 3-step behavior as shown in Figure 1 . where a testing A goes from state S 0 to state S F at a transition rate of r 2 and from state S F to state S I at transition rate of α as well as from state S I to state S 0 at a transition rate of r 1 . Observe that 2 1 r corresponds to the base longevity interval for the testing program execution. We assume that the removing fault delay time for the testing process is also exponential distributed with a rate r 1 . Under this assumption and deriving the equations P 0 +P F +P I =1
(1) P F *α = P 0 *r 2 (2) P I *r 1 = P F *α
Where P 0 , P F , P I denote the steady-state probability in state S 0 , S F , S I , respectively. We derive P I to be equal to r r 
When a fault is detected, time and manual powers are necessary expensed to remove software faults. Therefore, there is a manual cost due to detecting and removing a fault during testing process. However, cost varies from different fault types. If C I is the average cost per unit of A's imperfect debugging, that is introducing new faults, then expected cost of imperfect debugging in an interval of L time units is: Now consider the probabilistic state transition diagram of testing B with perfect debugging as shown in Figure 2 . where state S P is the perfect debugging state and the other states are as before. We assume that the starting perfect debugging rate β and the perfect debugging rate r 3 are also exponentially distributed. If the test is started perfect debugging after every t units, then β will be equal to 1 t . We can derive the probability equalities produced from this model for B with perfect debugging, and then get the following expression for state probabilities: 
The expected total Debugtime of the testing B with perfect debugging in an interval of L time unites is: 
B. Perfect Debugging Thresholds
Intuitively, if r 3 is very large, i.e. Fast debugging from perfect debugging state, perfect debugging should reduce the total debugging time of testing phase since the testing phase can stay in state S 0 more often and the chance of fault occurred becomes smaller. On the other hand, if r 3 is very small, i.e. slow debugging from perfect debugging state, perfect debugging of software testing process increases the debugging time that the test stays in state S P , and hence the total test time increases. Similarly, if the starting imperfect debugging rate α is very large, imperfect debugging could be performed frequently so that the test stays in state S I longer, and hence, the chance of removing a fault becomes longer. However, if the faults in the software test is very rarely, perfect debugging occurred will increase the total debugging time. Similar threshold effects also exist for the base longevity interval ( 2 1 r ) and the fixing rate after removing fault r 1 . Such thresholds will be study below.
Let us analyze how the time and cost of debugging change when the starting imperfect debugging rate β changes. Substituting the values for P I and P P , Equation 10 can be written as following. to determine the behavior of the expected debugging cost when the starting perfect debugging rate β changes. In practice, C P is independent of β only for a small range of value of . β If β is large, increasing β will also increasing C P because the perfect debugging will occur during a busy testing period. For simplicity, we assume C P is independent of β and differentiate the cost B function in This brings us to a very meaning observation. From the debugging cost viewpoint, the decision as to whether an debugging should be perfect debugging does not depend on the β with which that is perfect debugging but on the other parameters in the model. For example, perfect debugging and imperfect debugging costs C P and C I in testing process might be such that the condition Similarly, when β is increased and C P is independent of , β the cost due to perfect debugging increases or decreases depending entirely on the condition 
C. Discussion of Relation between Imperfect and Perfect Debugging
The model we proposed in section II is helpful to determine whether perfect debugging will be useful or not. However, debugging does not have to be applied uniformly to every component or module in code. One can decide which of the components or modules are vulnerable to fault and choose them for doing carefully perfect debugging from the practice viewpoint. We also can choose the trade-off point to balance imperfect and perfect debugging, so as to reach the best fault debugging. With the proper analysis, selection and tuning of those parameters, as described in section Ⅲ below, it should be possible to obtain high availability and reduced cost due to debugging in many testing processes.
Obviously, determining those vulnerable component or modules in programme, fault detection rate, fault debugging rate and cost due to imperfect and perfect debugging, for a practical test, it is a difficult and imprecise task. Most tests collect fault data, do analysis of their fault and keep track of their costs, fault data collected from those cases may provide some insights into the values for those variables [22] . From those values, one can use Equations 13 and 14 to determine whether fault debugging would be beneficial at all or not. If it is beneficial, one can compute the cumulating Debugtime and cost due to perfect debugging using Equation 10 and 11 for a range of fault debugging rates and pick an appropriate fault debugging periods to prevent from imperfect debugging.
Observe that cost due to fault debugging, for the perfect debugging to be beneficial, the condition in Equation 14 should be negative which implies that C P should must be less than C I , i.e. the debugging cost after perfect debugging should be much less than that cost after imperfect debugging. Therefore, the debugging time and perfect debugging period should be chosen carefully. Perfect debugging time of day, day of the week etc. Should be chosen when it is least disruptive to the separate debugging and collective debugging. Those times can perhaps be obtained from the activity intensity profile of a debugging process.
We discussed only the a 2 is the constant, if 2 r = ∞ [22] , substituting this value in Equation 4 and 10
shows that no matter how fast debugging procedure is completed, Debugtime with perfect debugging will always be larger than the Debugtime with imperfect debugging. However, substituting 2 r = ∞ in Equation 11
and differentiating it with respect to β yields the threshold condition
for perfect debugging to be beneficial in this case. This condition implies that the cost of perfect debugging is to be much less than imperfect debugging cost after fault occurred for this case ( 2 r = ∞ ).
III. NUMERAL EXAMPLES
Let us now look at some examples to illustrate benefits of perfect debugging quantitatively.
Example 1. Consider a test example 1 with the following "fault debugging profile". when β is increased, the cost due to perfect debugging will increase. Thus both the Debugtime and cost due to perfect debugging increase when β is increased above zero and so perfect debugging is not beneficial in this test.
Note that β is the rate of starting perfect debugging before testing phase goes into removing a fault state. Therefore, if an test is to start perfect debugging every 4 hours, 1 4 .
β =
The Table 2 illustrates how those values increase when the rate of β is increased. when β is increased, the cost due to perfect debugging will decrease. Thus, in this example, although the Debugtime increases when β is increased, the cost due to perfect debugging decreases when β is increased, So, if cost is the only factor to decide on the testing process, it is beneficial to perform perfect debugging as carefully as possible, as long as the above threshold condition is not violated. The Table 3 shows this behavior in this case.
Example 3. Consider a test example 3 with the following "fault debugging profile". evaluates to $1052.6. The cost of perfect debugging C p is $100 per hour and this means that, when β is increased, the cost due to perfect debugging will decrease. Thus both the Debugtime and cost due to perfect debugging decrease when β is increased above zero and so perfect debugging is beneficial in this case. The Table 4 illustrates how those values decrease when the rate of β is increased. In order to compare with Debugtime and Cost in Example 1, Example 2 and Example 3, Figure 3 shows the difference in them.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose the debugging model based on probabilistic state transition. We have analyzed the relation between imperfect debugging and perfect debugging using the debugging model and how to estimate the costs of introducing perfect debugging policies of the software versus imperfect debugging policies of the software. The numeral experimental results show through analyzing the relation between imperfect and perfect debugging, it illustrates perfect debugging is an important influence to imperfect debugging in software testing process. It also indicates it is important for the effective system run by determining the threshold between Debugtime and cost due to software debugging. They can effectively decrease time and cost in the practice software test through preventing the imperfect debugging from the key component or module in software.
On the other hand, software testing is a complex and intractable process including many important factors, such as tester skill, testing tool, tester psychology as well as testing internal and external environment etc.. Perfect debugging is closely related to imperfect debugging. Thus, research on perfect and imperfect debugging is a strong practical significance. In the future, we will focus on doing more sensitivity analysis on the debugging model, in particular, investigate properties of the formula produced by the debugging model. We also will comprise experiments to assess exactness of the theoretical results and effectiveness of perfect debugging in this paper.
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